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With the rise of workplace violence and the continuous threat of natural disasters, it is more 
important than ever for your organization to have an effective way to manage emergencies. 
Failing to plan ahead and implement a strong safety system introduces significant liability 
and ethical issues. 

One highly successful approach to emergency management involves implementing the Plan-
Alert-React (PAR) system. With a solid plan, a method to alert everyone in your organization, 
and a system that allows you to communicate clearly and react effectively, you will help save 
your most important asset: your employee’s lives. 

Therefore, regardless of industry, every organization needs: 
• A well-designed safety plan (to document how your organization is protecting their

employees from the safety or health hazards relevant to your business),
• A reliable system to alert the individuals in the organization that an emergency is

occurring, and
• Effective and efficient communication and execution of the plan so that you and your

employees can react as quickly as possible 

The Safety Plan [Re]boot Camp will guide you through all three parts of the PAR system and 
provide several best practices for you to implement along the way. 

Let’s start with the first part, the plan... 

INTRODUCTION 
P L A N  -  A L E R T  -  R E A C T  ( PA R )



PART 1: PLAN
3 BEST PRACTICES FOR

DEVELOPING YOUR SAFETY PLAN
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If you’re not 100% confident about your organization’s safety 
plan, don’t worry, you’re not alone. Safety is clearly important, 
however, planning for emergencies can seem like a daunting task 
you’d rather avoid. But… it needs to be done. Your employees 
deserve a safe environment. In addition 
to saving lives, a proper safety plan can 
also protect your organization from legal 
liability. 

We get it… Nobody really wants to go 
through the struggle of creating or 
revising their organization’s safety plan. 
This is especially true if your company’s 
leadership is suffering from normalcy 
bias and thinks “nothing like that would 
ever happen here.” 

But, I’m betting that your organization 
DOES want to avoid the misery of chaos 
and confusion, the resulting injuries or 
death, and potential lawsuits that go 
along with being unprepared to handle emergencies… right? 

Most organizations have some type of safety plan already in 
place, but whether it’s an effective, well-designed plan is a 
different story. This is especially true if your safety plan originated 

from a “one size fits all” template that was borrowed from the 
internet and is housed in a dusty, three-ring binder kept in the 
basement (Yes, that really happens). 

With that being said, you’re probably wondering what elements 
are included in an effective, well-
designed safety plan and how your plan 
measures up. 

According to the National Safety 
Council, an effective safety plan should: 
•Reduce the risk of workplace incidents,
injuries, and fatalities (of course)
•Be well organized (let’s also add easily
accessible!)
•Involve people from different parts of
the organization to make safety a
shared responsibility
•Be proact i ve , p revent ive , and
integrated into your company culture 

Given those conditions, I’ve put together a collection of three 
best practices for developing your safety plan.
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If you’re not 100% 
confident about your 
organization’s safety 
plan, don’t worry… 
You’re not alone.



#1: Make sure your safety procedures are straightforward 
and easy to understand. 

Safety plans, especially those that originate from templates, are 
oftentimes filled with “textbook style” language that makes people 
zone out while reading. OSHA templates are necessary for some 
businesses to stay compliant, but let’s be real here—just filling in the 
blanks in a template isn’t committing any of that information to 
memory. You may be OSHA-compliant afterward, but that alone 
simply isn’t enough to keep your people safe when a critical incident 
occurs. 

Your people will only truly be safe if they have a clear, concise, step-
by-step plan in an easy-to read-format. They don’t need fancy words 
or lengthy paragraphs to sift through when an emergency occurs. 
They just need to know who does what and how. Everything else is 
just noise, and at the time, an irrelevant distraction that is ignored, or 
worse, wastes precious time. 

#2: Make sure you hold frequent safety training. 

The world’s safest companies recognize the importance of continuous 
education of their employees, and they prioritize it. They actively look 
for ways to keep training relevant and (at least somewhat) exciting. 
They know that the only way their employees will learn is through 
repetition. But, these companies are not the norm. 
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More commonly, we see companies 
provide bare-minimum training just to 
stay compliant. Oftentimes, they require 
their employees to read dry, lengthy 
material or watch dated safety videos 
with cringe-worthy acting. Then, there’s 
usually an assessment, or worse—just a 
signature, afterward to confirm they 
successfully completed the training. 
Then, nothing. No follow up, no 
reminders, and probably no drills or 
activities to reinforce the material. 

There’s a major problem with that second 
method: No one is actually learning 
anything, and even if they are, chances 
are slim that they’ll actually be able to 
recall that information when they need it. 
During an emergency event, chaos and 
confusion are guaranteed to take over, 
and “all of that training” will immediately 
go out the window. 

Tra in ing needs to be f requen t . 
Employees need to be reminded that 
safety takes priority over productivity. 
This message is easily lost with the daily 
pressures of meetings and deadlines. 
Regular training helps employees feel 

that their safety is a priority and helps 
reinforce correct behaviors when the time 
to respond to an emergency comes. 

Regular training also allows employees to 
develop a strong personal connection to 
their own safety and the safety of their 
peers. This creates an environment of 
shared accountability, rather than the 
“every man for himself” approach that 

oftentimes takes over in moments of 
chaos and confusion. This mutual caring 
will help employees embrace safety 
policies rather than avoid them.



#3: Make sure you’re using cutting-edge tools and tech. 

The world’s safest companies equip their employees for success and 
they do so with more than just processes. They leverage cutting-edge 
tools and technology to keep their employees prepared to handle 
whatever they need to. 

Impactful safety plans equip any employee to quickly access the 
information they need and report an issue. This is where safety plan 
binders, and all paper plans in general, fall short. Yes, the plan is 
there, but employees will waste precious time filtering through trying 
to find the exact plan of action they’re looking for. This is simply not 
practical. 

As a result, many companies are now adopting mobile incident 
management solutions to improve the timeliness of response and 
communication when an incident occurs. This is becoming even more 
important as younger workers who grew up with technology look for 
employers that warmly embrace technology. 
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Interested in equipping your team with the tools and 

technology they need to succeed? 

Visit MaydaySafety.com.



Ryan Cleckner is Co-Founder and President of Mayday Safety, a modern emergency management platform. 
He is a former United States Army Special Operations veteran and EMT. He has trained numerous law 
enforcement and military personnel and is recognized as a subject matter expert in his field. He is also an 
attorney, best-selling author, and an entrepreneur. 

Ryan uses his platform to help organizations get prepared for emergencies. It is his mission to help them 
clarify their safety plan, effectively alert and communicate, and efficiently respond to emergencies in order to 
save lives. 

Learn more about Ryan and the simple steps you can take to improve your organization's safety at 
MaydaySafety.com. 
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